2014 National Science Bowl®
Participating Teams at the National Finals

~ High School Teams ~

Allendale Columbia School
Jeff Lawlis, Coach
Students: John Jamieson
        Alex Frenett
        TJ Eilinger
        Ryan Grimes
        Rayan Ifthikhar

American Heritage School
Osmel Rodriguez, Coach
Students: Jake Kenin
        Samir Khan
        Francisco Rivera
        Harshat Gupta
        Kwesi Levy

Ames High School
Jacob Pleasants, Coach
Students: Julia Meyer
        Parm Banwait
        Alex Lee
        Nina VanDerZanden
        Yichen Xu

Appleton West High School
Steve Franklin, Coach
Students: Kelly Weldon
        Kevin Mui
        Brian Jenike
        David Galambos
        David Gregg

Baldwin School of Puerto Rico
Inés Muñiz, Coach
Students: Jesús Leal
        Manny Leal
        Fernando Ortiz
        Sebastian Quiñones
        Francisco Bresciani

Baton Rouge Magnet High School
John Underwood, Coach
Students: Scott Wu
         Reed Tang
         Alex Li
         LouLou Kam
         Li Wang

Bismarck High School
Valerie Smallbeck, Coach
Students: Camille Belanger
         Thadd Hall
         Jaden Brandner
         Ellie Klose
Blue Valley West High School
Fern Bretch, Coach
Students: Shyam Narayanan
          Chandler Conn
          Gavin Zhu
          Mykell Ma
          Carter Stout

Boise High School
Tony Baca, Coach
Students: Karthik Mouli
          Yoon Ji Ra
          Eric Huang
          Nate Marshall

Calloway County High School
Mia Beth Morehead, Coach
Students: Landon Fike
          Cody Bergman
          Sam Morehead
          Josh Betts
          Hudson Elliott

Carmel High School
Ginny Kundrat, Coach
Students: Kevin Fei
          Adit Chandra
          Willie Zhu
          Joshua Segaran
          Kevin Mi

Deer Creek High School
Jen Bush, Coach
Students: Akshaya Santhanaraj
          Noah George
          Abbey White
          Ritu Shah

Desert Vista High School
Birgit Musheno, Coach
Students: Rajeev Parvathala
          Gen Fitzgerald
          Sanjeev Murty
          Connor Vuong

Dougherty Valley High School
Katherine Huang, Coach
Students: Augustine Chemparathy
          Saranesh Prembabu
          Rishi Krishnan
          Wesley Wang
          Bibhav Poudel
Dublin Scioto High School
Roger Rabold, Coach
Students: Arjun Venkataraman
         Mahesh Dhulipala
         Krish Nair
         Koh Yamakawa
         Harshil Amin

E.O. Smith High School
Cheryl Granger, Coach
Students: Robert Kao
         Richard Kao
         Harrison Hall
         Eric Barrett
         Ron LaMonica

Fairview High School
Tammy Hearty, Coach
Chad Healy, Co-coach
Students: Michael Chen
         Siyang Sun
         Albert Soh
         Logan Garbarini
         Logan Collins

Fort Zumwalt South High School
Paul Hage, Coach
Students: Tyler Paneitz
         Seth Kitchen
         Morgan Brooks
         Kristina Laya
         Aishwarya Mogulothu

Greenhills School
Bob Ause, Coach
Students: Frank Fazekas
         Tanwei Chen
         Alex Reeves
         Brendan Kelley

Hanford High School
Brian Palmer, Coach
Students: Jonah Bartraand
         Chencheng Li
         Sathvik Ramanan
         Sean Thompson
         An Wang

Harvard-Westlake School
Nate Cardin, Coach
Melanie Leon, Co-coach
Students: Larry Zhang
         Nicholas Abouzeid
         Donhem Brown
         Zachary Birnholz
         Laurel Rand-Lewis
Helena High School  
Jersey McCarthy, Coach  
Students: Mark Sargent  
Bridger Howell  
Joe Whitney  
Dominic Bair  
Rooster Pennington

Homestead High School  
Chris Nafrada, Coach  
Students: Won Park  
Jay Desai  
Shirley Shao  
Nikhil Ghosh  
Daniel Guo

Idaho Falls High School  
Barb Nelson, Coach  
Students: Jackson Barber  
Ben Black  
Nick Stubblefield  
Christopher Wurst  
Haydn Bryan

John Foster Dulles High School  
Judy Matney, Coach  
Students: Siddarth Guha  
Kevin Li  
Rik Nag  
Rahul Nagvekar  
Aman Patel

Lakeside High School  
Charlotte Smith, Coach  
Students: Edward She  
Christopher Helmerich  
Gerry Meixiong  
Jason Brown  
Jessica Ho

Lexington High School  
Nick Gould, Coach  
Robert Pohlman, Co-coach  
Students: Rohil Prasad  
Jueun Lee  
Henry Li  
Eric Hsu  
Catherine Wang

Lincoln East High School  
Kyle Thompson, Coach  
Students: Akshay Rajagopal  
Isaak Arslan  
Ojus Jain  
Myan Bhoopalam  
Chris Jurich
Little Rock Central High School
Summer Vaught, Coach
Students:  Nathanael Ji
          Avi Arulmurugu
          Kwuang Tang
          Zen Tang
          Sherry Gao

Los Alamos High School
Kathy Boerigter, Coach
Students:  Alex Wang
          Alexander Swart
          William Zhao
          Wilbur Wang
          Katherine Wang

Louis D. Brandeis High School
LeAnne Gisler, Coach
Students:  Charles Kennedy
          Stephen Chen
          Christian Castellanos
          Frank Jing
          Pranjal Singh

Lubbock High School
Sue Diggs, Coach
Students:  David Chen
          Smriti Verma
          Sabiha Armin
          Farah Mechref
          Nik Dihenia

Maine School of Science and Mathematics
Debbie Eustis-Grandy, Coach
Students:  Roger Van Peski
          William Popov
          Laura Blackstone
          Max Holtzman
          Hannah Stetson

Mat-Su Career & Technical High School
Tim Lundt, Coach
Students:  Ariel Hasse
          Josh Hartman
          Courtney Monroe
          Jordan Lockner
          Lucas Arthur

Maui High School
Ed Ginoza, Coach
Students:  Bryson Galapon
          Chris Kim
          Riley Camp
          Thomas Sturm
Mira Loma High School
James Hill, Coach
Students: Daniel Shen
Arvind Sundararajan
Matt Kempster
Jack Gurev
Preethi Raju

Montgomery Blair High School
Tran Pham, Coach
Students: Mike Winer
Victor Xu
Bendeguz Offertaler
Eric Lu
Arnold Mong

Morgantown High School
Joe Melia, Coach
Students: Ben Taylor
Emma Mathers
Sita Sunil
David Sokolov
Alex Stanescu

Mother McAuley High School
Roz Iasillo, Coach
Tom Juliano, Co-coach
Students: Sarah Dynia
Siobhan Bennett
Diana Sanchez
Rayn Davis

North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics
Leslie Brinson, Coach
Students: Kavi Jain
Sammy Luo
Anne Feng
Daniel Ren
Michael An

Notre Dame High School
Matt Mader, Coach
Students: Bobby Morris
Jessica Schmidt
Scott Warren
Will Haney
Colin Haskins

Oak Ridge High School
Sharon Thomas, Coach
Students: Aram Bejnood
Bonnie Moon
Tina Wang
Albert Xue
Gaibo Zhang
Oxford High School
Candice Knef, Coach
Students:  Mark Zhao
          Peyton Farmer
          Connor Goggans
          Nitin Ankisetty
          Shawn Chao

Pittsburgh Allderdice High School
John Milcic, Coach
Students:  Ishan Levy
          Akash Levy
          Zack Finder
          Adam Harvey
          Cynthia Gu

Pullman High School
Barbara Harding, Coach
Students:  Rachit Singh
          Jaeyoung Heo
          Moritz Lange
          Aneesh Pappu
          Yilun Du

R. L. Paschal High School
Davin Haley, Coach
Students:  Wyatt Reeves
          Paul Ryu
          Matthew Stone
          Edward Nguyen
          Junsung Lee

Rapid City Central High School
Michael Slaback, Coach
Students:  Thomas De Long
          Adam Grigg
          Nicholas Fay
          Nathanial Bennett
          Shane Lapczynski

Regis High School
Frank Barona, Coach
Frank Barona, Co-coach
Students:  Joseph Taglic
          Christopher Hillenbrand
          Matthew O’Gorman
          David Boak
          Ryan Hall

Rensselaer STEP
Julie Deitz, Coach
Students:  Lara Idris
          Isza Ceesay
          Caleb Owens
          Swetha Thiagarajan
          Ahmed Lachgar
Shenendehowa High School
    Mike Tymeson, Coach
    Students:  Harry Newman-Plotnick
                Matt McGuffey
                David Luo
                Phil Sun
                Brian Amaratunga

Star Lane Center
    George Vlastos, Coach
    Students:  Adam Couldridge
                Eli Vlastos
                Ryan Smith
                Jordan Ruckle
                Abbie Schaible

State College Area High School
    James Bleil, Coach
    Students:  Joe Lin
                Sajal Datta
                Sicong Shen
                Jacob Van Hook
                Gopal Jayakar

Stockdale High School
    Tahira Mohammed, Coach
    Stacy Baehr, Co-coach
    Students:  Bethany Xu
                Eddie Camp
                Hassan Khan
                Michael Ko
                Abhishek Kylasa

The Meadows School
    Karen Bleifuss, Coach
    Students:  Divya Ramakrishnan
                Daniel Chen
                Audrey Chang
                Ryan Chakmak
                Caroline Liu

Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology
    Mary Ann Donohue, Coach
    Students:  Ross Dempsey
                Janice Ong
                Matthew Barbano
                Victoria Xia
                Tiger Zhang

Tokay High School
    Susan Heberle, Coach
    Students:  Andrew Moton
                Dan Connelly
                Sally Chen
                Simaron Dhillon
                Ana Vigueras
Torrey Pines High School
Seonyoung Kim, Coach
Students: Alex Wong
Dan Kim
Timmy Suh
Sarah Bhattacharjee

University High School
David Knight, Coach
Students: Jason Park
Kevin Lee
Albert Tung
Alex Chang
Brandon Chen

University Preparatory School
Brian Murphy, Coach
Students: Joban Gill
Christian Macias
Leo Choti
Logan Ryan
Melia Matthews

UT Brownsville Mathematics and Science Academy
Wilma Smetter, Coach
Students: Joel Solis
Rolando Treviño
Forrest Shriver
Allan Gregorio
Paul Lenz

Valle Verde Early College High School
Yvonne Perez, Coach
James Brown, Co-coach
Students: Isaac Bautista
Irvin Sanchez
Vanessa Garcia
Adam Martinez

Virgil I. Grissom High School
Ellen Adams, Coach
Students: Animesh Mahapatra
Ryan Wong
Grant Park
Ash Nanda
Jacob Seeley

Walton High School
RL Blackstone, Coach
Students: Edward Park
Keiko Mori
Brian Lee
Shraeyas Margan
Haroon Alam
Ward Melville High School
Steve Rogers, Coach  
Students: Eidan Jacob  
Akilesh Tangella  
Harrison Li  
Jake Welde III  
Rajiv Moturu

Wayzata High School
Amanda Laden, Coach  
Students: Nathan Stocking  
William Zeng  
Jayant Chaudhary  
Orien Zeng  
Joseph Chen

Westview High School
Brad Helsel, Coach  
Students: Abhijit Mudigonda  
Eddie Wang  
Vincent Zhuang  
Chris Younkins  
David Wang

William Fremd High School
Brad Graba, Coach  
Jennifer Thorstenson, Co-coach  
Students: Robert Andrews  
Brandon Thio  
Chung Ho Lee  
Soumyaa Mazumder  
Pat Pazerunas

Woodrow Wilson High School
Angela Benjamin, Coach  
Gloria Gibson, Co-coach  
Students: Lisa Zhao  
Charlotte Hovland  
Miro Furtado  
Nico Colaizzi
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~ Middle School Teams ~

Alton Memorial Junior High School  
Sammy Rivera, Coach  
Robert Granados, Co-coach  
Students: Alex Martinez  
Maximo Briones  
Ricky Cantu  
Nancy Olvera  
Carlos Hernandez

Ames Middle School  
Collin Reichert, Coach  
Students: Isak Werner-Anderson  
Stephen McKown  
Hector Arbuckle  
Will Tibben  
Benjamin Moats

Archimedeans Middle Conservatory  
Patricio Mendez, Coach  
Sarah Grattan, Co-coach  
Students: Reva Dixit  
Alaekya Shetty  
Rafael Sampaio  
Neel Gandhi

Auburn Junior High School  
Mark Jones, Coach  
Patti Burch, Co-coach  
Students: Amy Oh  
Andrew Wang  
Charles Chen  
WenRui Yu  
Hayden Burch

BASIS DC  
Kristy Sundberg, Coach  
Students: William Ellsworth  
Vincent Premysler  
Nicla De Biasi  
Leah Johnson  
George Turmail

BASIS Scottsdale  
David Romero, Coach  
Students: Saaketh Narayan  
Vilina Mehta  
Vishesh Gupta  
Nishant Kannan  
Gokul Karthikeyan
Bret Harte Middle School
Tian Lin, Coach
Tuan Nguyen, Co-coach
Students: Jonathan Li
          Timothy Yuan
          Bryant Nguyen
          Mario Ruiz
          Evan Leung

Canyon Vista Middle School
Jennifer Arcaya, Coach
Students: Shubhanga Ballal
          Kevin Li
          Dhruva Mambapoor
          Junu Lee
          Niveya James Ravichandran

Clarence Middle School
Dawn Piette, Coach
Students: Derek Andrews
          Nick Perry
          Nate Prelewicz
          Emily Gay

Commack Middle School
Charles Regulinski, Coach
Students: Anoop Singh
          Sam Petruzzi
          Amay Varaganti
          Daniel Lee
          Muzaffer Tasoglu

Daniel Wright Junior High School
Sophia Capelli, Coach
Tony Hafner, Co-coach
Students: James Wei
          Conrad Oberhaus
          David Liang
          Jeremy Yu
          Haoyang Yu

Eden Prairie Central Middle School
Bill Prem, Coach
Students: Nibir Sarma
          Matthew Schachter
          Carter Swift
          Nishant Sathe
          Gaurav Basnet

Edison Computech Middle School
Lisa Poole, Coach
Students: Neil Maitra
          JJ Sutton
          Gabriel Camarillo
          Evan Solis
          Ranpreet Gill
Fairfield Science Club
Volodymyr Sergiyenko, Coach
Larisa Sheremet, Co-coach
Students: Robert Sergiyenko
Koshik Mahapatra
Sarthak Behl
Lalith Gannavaram
Prastik Mohanraj

Fort Johnson Middle School
Kerry Bowie, Coach
Devan Keogh, Co-coach
Students: Owen Duffy
Brent Harwell
Luca Collins
John Jones

Franklin Fine Arts Center
Libby Robertson, Coach
Students: Reyna Villada
Erich Sauer
Sarah Genelly
Arlene Viciedo

Greater Boston Science & Math Team
Ravi Sambangi, Coach
Students: Abhi Sambangi
Snigdha Allaparti
Michael Ren
Justin Chang
Alice Ren

Hopkins Junior High School
Anja Crickmore, Coach
Peta Gaye-Robinson, Co-coach
Students: Yvette Lin
David Hou
Ashish Ramesh
Allen Mao
Sulaiman Ahmed

Hunter College High School
Mrinalni Sharma, Coach
Students: Benjamin Firester
David Kao
Abishrant Panday
Stanley Wong
Brendon Choy

Hyde Park Middle School
Amy Wetjen, Coach
Christine Notareschi, Co-coach
Students: Jay Desai
Asad Jussa
Ben Hand
Ashish Kalakuntla
Vidhu Ramakrishnan
JDroids Science Club
Narmada Krishnaswamy, Coach
Students: Shiva Balasubramanian
Rohan Jayanth
Robert Salita
Kian Vilhauer
Sangjun Ko

Jefferson Middle School
Jill Williford, Coach
Students: Joseph Andress
Henry Shen
Lawrence Zhang
Sadie Lloyd

Keystone School
Jason Nydegger, Coach
Students: Nia Clements
Luke Vilagi
Evan Meade
Ashlyn Roth
Adithya Mummidi

Lesher Middle School
Cathi Jacobs, Coach
Dale Lockwood, Co-coach
Students: Jacob Staelin-Lefsky
Larry Chen
Owen Lockwood
Nathan Sima
Eli Kitchens

Lincoln Middle School
Samantha Schertenleib, Coach
Students: Shyam Venkatasubramanian
Elizabeth Hwang
Dmitri Saberi
Yi Wei
Allie Herr

Lone Oak Middle School
Daniel Rushing, Coach
Students: Drew Schofield
David Dodd
David Perriello
Ethan Brown

Longfellow Middle School
Jim Bradford, Coach
Students: Franklyn Wang
Adi Sarkar
Wenbo Wu
Fred Zhang
Nick Begotka
Los Alamos Middle School
Naomi Unger, *Coach*
*Students:* David Gao
Presley Gao
Steven Zhao
Phillip Martin
Sonyia Williams

Los Angeles Center for Enriched Studies
Ken Mukai, *Coach*
*Students:* Murad Avliyakulov
Max Lanter
Henry Basu
Jonathan Luo
Conner Robertson

Lux Middle School
Rich Powers, *Coach*
*Students:* Jesse Lin
Luke Bigelow
Annie Jia
Suzie Cho
Dallas Lim

Mackay Junior-Senior High School
Patrick Carlson, *Coach*
*Students:* Tia Carlson
Ana Rightler
Colt Kraczek
Nathan Hampton

Marshall Middle School
Dan Williams, *Coach*
Steve Heckmann, *Co-coach*
*Students:* Will Taft
Owen Chase
Jiangfeng Chu
Joseph Shin
Mason Blackburn

Mulhall-Orlando School
Travis Hurst, *Coach*
*Students:* Tanner Hurst
Bryce Scroggins
Nathan Johnson
Brody Schomaker

Next Generation School
Brenda Searby, *Coach*
Seong Cho, *Co-coach*
*Students:* Tim Cho
Tony Cosimini
Dylan Patel
Robert Nagel
Albert Ostoj-Starzewski
Norris Middle School
Andy Stephens, Coach
Trent Ford, Co-coach
Students: Rishi Padhy
         Jacob Benak
         Carson Faulkenburg
         Eesha Sohail

Oxford Middle School
Jermaine McCaskill, Coach
Students: Hewmanna Hewmanna
         Anish Ravishankar
         Tamjeed Azad
         Jeffrey Wang
         Shabazz Gul

Panhandle Junior High School
Kevin Meyer, Coach
Julie Meyer, Co-coach
Students: Bradlee Brandvik
         Arianna Hann
         Samuel Koone
         Noah Ford
         Grace Kuehler

Ramsey Junior High School
Teresa Freeman, Coach
Students: Gwendolyn Daniels
         Alex Siebenmorgen
         Katie Settle
         Nate English
         Flor Ortega

Robert H. Sperreng Middle School
Julie Roy, Coach
Students: Leanne Dang
         Julia Stephens
         Aidan Kelley
         Achintya Benegal
         Jack Fletcher

Science Infinity Club
Renuka Vallarapu, Coach
Students: Veena Kollipara
         Neha Nagvekar
         Dhruvik Parikh
         Rahul Chaliparambil
         Sagarika Samavedi

Stoller Middle School
Qian Zhang, Coach
Mei Hong, Co-coach
Students: Grant Chen
         Kevin Jin
         Justin Bao
         Kevin Shen
         Randy Zhang
Suncrest Middle School
Chris Maloney, Coach
Students: Kevin Donnelly
Michael Fletcher
Swagat Bhattacharyya
Michael Yan
Noah Hanselman

Sycamore School
David Schuth, Coach
Students: Alex Gu
Jay Maturi
Michelle Shen
Aidan Sher

Takoma Park Middle School
Becca Epling, Coach
Students: Noah Singer
Elliot Kienzle
Anish Senapati
David Wu
Dilhan Salgado

Treasure Valley Math and Science Center
Craig Daniels, Coach
Students: Lee Bousfield
Shivank Mistry
Jay Mouli
Colton Rothwell
Sabrina Zerrade

Van Antwerp Middle School
Karen Postlethwait, Coach
Students: Rishi Katragadda
Lillian Hong
Arelson Rapisura
Evan Schnell
Cheshta Prasad

Wesleyan School
Pat McCoy, Coach
Students: Nicholas Poulos
Christopher Jackson
Jack Lambert
Andy Yang
Ethan Moon

Will James Middle School
Patrick Kenney, Coach
Students: Madi Haagenson
Sam Gunnis
Tyler Linfesty
Julianne Terry
Alex Wood